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Tourism Industry Aotearoa (TIA) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the New 

Zealand Productivity Commission’s paper ‘Immigration – Fit for the Future; Preliminary 

Findings and Recommendations’ (the Paper). 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. TIA is supportive of many of the findings in the Commission’s Paper. TIA views the 

suggested changes as a good starting point for a future immigration system that is 

more responsive to the needs of industry and businesses. International workers are a 

very important part of the tourism workforce, taking on roles when New Zealanders 

are not available or sufficiently skilled.  

 

2. Workforce needs have long been viewed as a strategic challenge for the tourism 

industry. This challenge continues, particularly in light of the fact that due to the 

impacts of Covid-19 there were 72,000 fewer people working in tourism in 2021 than 

the previous year - a workforce decline of 33%. 

 

3. We support the finding that there are currently no consistent feedback mechanisms to 

link skills shortages evident from the immigration system to potential responses in the 

education and training system. The vocational training system is not yet adequately 

geared to meet the demand for skilled labour and therefore employers are often forced 

to go offshore to fill these labour gaps.  

 

4. We welcome the recommendation for a Government Policy Statement (GPS) on 

Immigration to be produced.  We support Business NZ’s view that the long-term nature 

of a GPS brings planning benefits for businesses and industry and helps to address the 

politicisation of immigration discussions that often accompanies the electoral cycle. 

 

5. We support the approach that Te Tiriti o Waitangi should be reflected in new policies. 

TIA recognises the Treaty’s core principles of Protection, Partnership and Participation 

and is of the view there is a role for the principles to be articulated in the GPS, and 

guide immigration policy making.  

 

6. TIA does not want the number of annual residence visas to be reduced while skill 

shortages for permanent roles continue. There is value in these visas and the long-

term contribution these international workers make to our communities.  

 

7. TIA is supportive of policies that encourage a greater level of pastoral care to be 

provided to migrant workers to assist their integration into communities.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

8. Tourism Industry Aotearoa (TIA) is the peak body for the tourism industry in New 

Zealand. With around 1,200 members, TIA represents a range of tourism-related 

activities including hospitality, accommodation, adventure and other activities, 

attractions and retail, airports and airlines, transport, as well as related tourism 

services. 
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9. The primary role of TIA is to be the voice of the tourism industry. This includes working 

for members on advocacy, policy, communication, events, membership and business 

capability.  

 

10. Any enquiries relating to this paper should in the first instance be referred to Steve 

Hanrahan by email at steve.hanrahan@tia.org.nz. 

 

Our understanding of the issue 

11. TIA understands that this review is at the request of the Government and is intended 

to suggest a range of options that consider what immigration policy settings would best 

facilitate New Zealand’s long-term economic growth and promote the wellbeing of New 

Zealanders. 

 

12. The focus of the inquiry is on working-age immigration policies. This includes temporary 

employer-assisted work visas, residence visas, student visas, investor and 

entrepreneur visas, and resulting visas for partners, parents and dependent children. 

Our understanding is that policies relating to working holiday visas are not within the 

scope of this work.   

General Comments 

13. TIA welcomes the opportunity to comment further on the New Zealand Productivity 

Commission’s Inquiry ‘Immigration – Fit for the future’. TIA responded in September 

2021 to the Commission’s Issues Paper – a copy of our response is available here. 

 

14. TIA notes that while this latest report makes comment on wider infrastructure 

challenges and the impact migration has on New Zealand society, our comments and 

responses are focussed on areas that directly impact the tourism industry. 

 

15. Immigration policy has a strong influence on the tourism workforce in New Zealand. 

We require policies and processes where international workers can be promptly 

recruited to fill roles where skill shortages exist and there are no suitable New 

Zealanders available.  

 

16. We welcome the findings in the Paper that on average, immigration has not come at 

the cost of locals’ wages and employment.   

 

17. International workers play an important role in the tourism industry, adding to the 

‘flavour’ of the New Zealand tourism experience and supporting a positive visitor 

experience. New Zealanders are primarily English-speaking people though tourism 

businesses regularly require employees who can speak other languages to deliver 

tourism experiences to non-English speakers e.g. Mandarin, German.  International 

workers also add to the ‘personality’ of tourism businesses in NZ by bringing an energy 

and world-view that is appreciated by visitors and businesses. 

 

mailto:steve.hanrahan@tia.org.nz
https://www.tia.org.nz/assets/Uploads/202109-Letter-of-feedback-Productivity-Commission.pdf
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18. Workforce has long been viewed as a strategic challenge for the tourism industry. 

Industry forecasts estimated 40,000 new employees were required to meet the 

projected pre-COVID growth of the tourism industry. While work has progressed to 

address some of the barriers to entry for the domestic labour supply, international 

workers are still viewed as critical to supplementing the local labour supply. 

 

19. COVID-19 has been hugely disruptive and has exacerbated the tourism workforce 

challenges. The Tourism Satellite Account (TSA) for YE March 2021 identified there 

were 72,000 less people working in tourism than the previous year, a decline of 33% 

from the 219,000 people directly employed for YE March 2020. Using the TSA data, the 

graph below illustrates the correlation between the tourism spend and people directly 

employed in tourism. 

 

 
 

20. A significant portion of those who lost their jobs were international workers, many of 

whom subsequently left the country. New Zealand citizens and residents were absorbed 

by other industries facing their own staff shortages. 

 

21. As tourism rebuilds, firstly through domestic tourism and then the return of 

international visitors, the demand for staff will ramp up. Already, in preparing for a 

domestic-only 2021/22 summer, we are hearing of significant workforce shortages. 

 

22. A critical part of the post-COVID rebuild of tourism will require supportive immigration 

policies. 

 

23. TIA’s view is that any long-term immigration policy settings need to ensure that the 

policy framework is flexible. An example of the shortcomings of the current system is 

the Minister of Immigration’s inability to extend working holiday and seasonal visas by 

more than six months. 
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COMMENT 

24. In the following section we provide responses to the questions asked in the paper, 

noting specific findings and recommendations as needed. 

Questions 

Question 1: To what extent does access to migrant labour reduce training and upskilling 

activity by employers? Do effects on training and development differ by industry? Are there 

areas of the economy in which New Zealand should be training people that are currently 

disproportionately supplied by migrant workers? How could policy best respond? 

TIA has been involved in the recent reforms of the education and training system including 

the government’s Reform of Vocational Education and the introduction of Regional Skills 

Leadership Groups.  

Question 1 in our view is incorrectly pitched. It implies employers might use international 

labour to avoid training and upskilling activity. We don’t consider this to be the case. We 

argue that the vocational training system is not yet adequately geared to meet the demand 

for skilled labour and therefore employers are forced to go offshore to fill these labour 

gaps. In the YE Dec 2019 there were 15320 temporary work visas issued for tourism-

related roles including 3841 for Chefs, 1344 for Café/Restaurant Managers and 387 for 

Snowsport Instructors.  The quantum of skilled people the industry needs greatly exceeds 

what the vocational training sector is currently capable of providing.      

The tourism industry uses international workers to supplement rather than substitute the 

domestic labour supply and this occurs when the domestic supply cannot meet demand 

either due to the specialised nature of roles, or the local labour supply lacks the capacity 

to fill these roles. It is the nature of tourism that many of the jobs are in places with small 

local populations.  International workers do not reduce any upskilling or training 

opportunities as these regional variances in labour supply exist irrespective of access to 

international workers. 

We support the finding that currently there are no consistent feedback mechanisms to link 

skills shortages evident in the immigration system to potential responses in the education 

and training system. Aligned to this there also needs to be a better understanding of overall 

demand for skilled roles. There is currently no workforce planning mechanism that 

forecasts the number of roles required in the industry over the next five years for example, 

and as a result no training pipeline in place that would attempt to deliver the number of 

skilled people required. We are hopeful the new Workforce Development Councils such as 

Ringa Hora will provide such a planning and funding framework.      

We are hearing reports that vocational tourism training is not regarded as a priority area 

for tertiary funding investment and are seeking clarity on this from the Tertiary Education 

Commission. There needs to be a more transparent system about what the tertiary funding 

priorities are.  
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Question 2: What objectives should be included in an immigration Government Policy 

Statement? Why? 

 

TIA welcomes the recommendation for a Government Policy Statement (GPS) on 

Immigration to be produced. We consider such a GPS would:  

 

• Build on the recent work undertaken by Treasury on the Four Capitals found in the 

Livings Standards framework . The four are financial/physical, natural, human and 

social. The linkage and impact of immigration to these and the wellbeing of New 

Zealanders should be articulated in the GPS. 

 

• Recognise the interests of New Zealanders to have priority to work in jobs where 

available and practical. 

 

• Provide for quick and flexible decision making to support businesses where New 

Zealanders are not available to fill roles and businesses determine there is a need 

to access international workers.  

 

• Recognise the enabling role international workers have for businesses.  

 

• A GPS should also recognise the positive impact international workers can have on 

a multi-cultural New Zealand and on the New Zealand tourism offering.  

TIA supports the comment in Business NZ’s submission where they note the long-term 

nature of a GPS brings planning benefits for businesses and industry and helps to address 

the politicisation of immigration discussions that often accompanies the electoral cycle. 

We also welcome the consideration that Te Tiriti o Waitangi should be included as part of 

the GPS. We make further comment on this below. 

Question 3: How could the Treaty of Waitangi interest in immigration policy be best 

reflected in new policies and institutions? 

In 2018 TIA embarked on its learning about Te Ao Māori, adopting a Tikanga Commitment 

to guide our path. Since late 2020 TIA has been learning about Te Tiriti and ways that it 

interacts with and impacts the tourism industry.  

TIA recognises the Treaty’s core principles of Protection, Partnership and Participation and 

is of the view there is a role for the principles to be articulated in the GPS, and guide 

immigration policy making. These principles can be articulated through manaakitanga (e.g. 

caring for manuhiri, ensuring appropriate support and protection mechanisms are in place) 

and the protection and enhancement of taonga Māori such as te reo Māori and partnership 

(e.g. through the co-Chair model of the Workforce Development Councils, and specifically 

the Services Industry WDC, Ringa Hora). 

Question 4: Should the annual number of residence visas on offer be reduced? If so, to 

what level and why? And if not, why not? 

In the first instance, immigration policy should allow for New Zealanders to be employed 

in available roles. Where this is not possible either because of regional variation or skills 

https://www.treasury.govt.nz/information-and-services/nz-economy/higher-living-standards/our-living-standards-framework
https://www.tia.org.nz/news-and-updates/industry-news/tia-makes-formal-commitment-to-maori-tikanga/
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shortages, immigration policy should support businesses and communities to achieve their 

outcomes. TIA is of the view the number of annual residence visas should not be reduced 

while skill shortages for permanent roles continue to exist. There is value in these visas 

and the contribution these international workers make to our communities.  

Question 5: Should the right to return for permanent residents who re-migrate out of New 

Zealand be limited? Under what conditions? What would be the costs and benefits? 

TIA agrees that the right to return should be limited and is of the view that immigration 

policy should be brought into alignment with other international settings. While we 

acknowledge Business NZ’s comments that this makes for a retrospective punitive policy, 

we also recognise the government does not record the number of foreign nationals with 

New Zealand residency currently living overseas and agree with the Commission’s 

commentary that not managing this can create future risks. 

Question 6: Should efforts by migrants to learn te reo be recognised in the residence or 

permanent residence programme? If so, how could this best be done? 

TIA agrees this should form part of the formal residency application process, and we agree 

with commentary in the Commission’s report that this would acknowledge the status of te 

reo as an official language and taonga. We suggest a future immigration system should 

also consider formally recognise efforts to learn about the Treaty of Waitangi and tikanga 

Māori in the residency application process.  

TIA views the formal recognition of learning about te reo Māori and the Treaty of Waitangi 

as another way the Treaty can be reflected in immigration policy. 

Question 7: Do particular groups of migrants need additional or targeted support to settle? 

If they do, what types of support would work best? 

TIA is aware that Immigration New Zealand is currently considering how a greater level of 

pastoral care is provided under the Accredited Employer Work Visa and is supportive of 

this work. While not all requirements may be applicable, the pastoral care requirements 

under the Recognised Seasonal Employer (RSE) visa scheme provides a high level of 

pastoral care requirements placed on employers to provide for employees and provides a 

good example.  

 

End. 

https://www.immigration.govt.nz/opsmanual/75015.htm

